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Questão: /Question: 

 

Celso, 
  

It was very good finally getting to meet you at the Latina conference in 

São Paulo in late March. As you know EVERYBODY associated with 

Eucalyptus around the world, I'm wondering if you know anyone in 

Italy? I'm trying to put together a table of Eucalyptus plantations in 
Europe, and I know that there are some in Italy, I saw one figure of 

72,000 ha, but not sure where that came from, or how out-of-date it 

might be... Do you have any suggestions as to who I might check with, 

that would know about Eucalyptus in Italy? 
Thanks, 

Bob Flynn 
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Resposta por Celso Foelkel: / Answer by Celso Foelkel: 

 

Hello Bob, great hearing from you. 
I  suggest you to follow two roads: 

  

 First, to chech the Italian figures at the Eucalyptus global map, the 

one that has been built by our dear friend Gustavo Iglesias 
Trabado (available at: http://git-forestry-

blog.blogspot.com/2008/09/eucalyptus-global-map-2008-

cultivated.html ). You may get in touch with him to check the 

origin of the figures, exactly the 72.000 ha mentionned by you 
(info@git-forestry.com)  

 Second, you may contact FAO headquarters, located in Rome - 

they should have a more recent data for Italy, as far they have 
some of the best statictics in forestry over the world. I suggest to 

contact a friend of mine (Mr. Olman Serrano - 

olman.serrano@fao.org ). 

Good luck and a lot of success. 

Best regards, 

Celso 
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Outros Comentários:  /  Other Comments:   

 

Por:/ By: Bob Flynn 
 

E-mail: rflynn@risi.com 

 

Celso, 
 

Thanks very much! 

Bob Flynn 
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